
first blocks
Beginner's building blocks

for toddlers
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WELCOME TO THE WORLD
OF FIRST BLOCKS

First blocks are inspired from Montessori
wooden blocks. They come in five different
shapes and colors. 

It is made of smooth, natural wood and
designed to help your child play safely &
creatively

It is recommended for children between 1 to
4 years who have’t learnt to play with
interlocking blocks

Sturdy and durable, you can store these
brightly colored blocks till your child is
ready to reuse them to learn geometry!

Here are some amazing ideas to get your
started



# 1 Stack it up

Make different structures by
stacking up the First Blocks on a
flat surface

Try stacking the most blocks
without knocking them over 

Knockdown game: Add a twist to
stacking by asking your child to
knock down the structures by
throwing balls or other objects at
them. 



# 2 Color Matching

Teach your kid colors by holding
up each block 

Try asking your child to pick a
matching colored toy from a set
of objects

Go outdoors! Ask your child to
fetch a matching colored flower
from your garden. 



# 3 Small World Play

Combine First Blocks with other
toys to recreate the world around
you. The triangle can become a
mountain, the cube can prop up a
tiny doll, endless possibilities!

First blocks easily fit into your
playtime e.g roll the cylinders to
race with a toy car.

 



# 4 Shape of you

Teach your kid shapes & sizes by
holding up each block  

Ask them to fetch a matching
shape from around the house or
from a set of objects.

Spin Stories with a personality
assigned to each shape



# 5 Tallest Tower

Let your child balance the shapes to
make a tall tower, this helps build

patience and fine motor skills



# 6 Trace & Color

Place the First Blocks on a surface and
ask your child to trace the outline and
color it with the correct shade

On a sunny day, set the blocks up and
ask your child to trace the shadow. Try
painting a face on the weird shapes and
you will have your own caricature
characters.

Apply paint to a surface and stamp on
a paper. this helps your child to
understand 2D-3D projections



# 7 Baggy Play

Put the blocks in a bag, feel and say the
shape of block without looking at them

Once they are familiar, you can even
help build memory and association by
asking the color of the shape they
picked

Draw the blocks in a sequence, asking
them to repeat the sequence 



Hand-eye coordination: Blocks help children to develop
their hand-eye coordination. They need to be able to see
where they are placing the objects and to judge how
much force to use. This skill is essential for many
activities, such as playing sports, playing musical
instruments, and driving.

Fine motor skills: Children to use their small hand muscles
and fingers to pick up and place the blocks. This helps
them to develop the dexterity they need for everyday
tasks like eating, dressing, and writing.

How it helps

Problem-solving skills: Children need to figure out how
to do the activity, say, stack the blocks in a way that will
create a stable tower. This requires them to think ahead
and to experiment with different solutions.

Spatial awareness: These activities help children
understand the concepts of size, color, shape, and
position of the blocks correctly. This skill is important for
many activities, such as reading maps, following
directions, and playing sports.

Creativity and imagination: Encourages creativity and
imagination. Children can use them to build different
structures, such as towers, houses, and animals. They
can also use them to create their own games and
stories



Play is often talked about
as if it were a relief from
serious learning. But for
children play is serious

learning. Play is really the
work of childhood.

Moms at Glee

natural toys



FOLLOW 
OUR JOURNEY

*P.S : Ever wondered why your kid doesn’t play as much as you would
like ? Because, most toys are designed to attract the buyer (i.e. a grown
up). Glee Toys are designed from a child’s point of view. Thus, our toys
are more engaging & relevant, helping children play more, and be
happier 

Our Mission is to Help
busy parents raise
happier children*
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2023Innovations like
Crinkly, Silky &
Rainbow Rice

Puja can't find
engaging toys for
her 3 YO
The idea of Glee
Toys is born

We Make in India & Use
No Plastic
We work with artisans
impacting 80+ families

Certified as a Start-Up under
the “Start-Up India” Program
Toy testing, continuing only the
ones children love

Incubated @ IIM Blr
Accelerator - ISB Hyd
Podcast - Millennial Maa
Launch - Activity Kits &
Gifting Solutions
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happy playing!


